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One of the major challenges of operating events and venues is that of managing attendee/patron alcohol and drug use. In the Australian context, a rising number of alcohol and drug-related incidents in and around these settings have resulted in a renewed focus on how these negative outcomes can be more effectively controlled. In order to aid those charged with the task of addressing this matter—event and venue managers, police, security firms, alcohol and drug regulatory bodies, and governments at all levels—this article seeks to identify those variables with the potential to impact this management issue. Further, it aims to provide the previously identified stakeholders with a deeper appreciation of the raft of practices that are currently in use, and potentially available to them, as they build responses to this challenge at the individual state, precinct, venue, or event level. The research approach used involved an extensive literature review and a series of in-depth interviews with key stakeholders across three states—New South Wales, Victoria, and Western Australia.
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Introduction

Pressure from the broader community on key stakeholders (i.e., events and licensed venues, government at all levels, police, alcohol licensing bodies, crowd controller/security firms, and industry associations aligned to the area) involved in responding to the challenge of managing alcohol and drug use in event and venue settings has increased markedly in Australia in recent years. This increased pressure has resulted from the rising number of incidents of individual harm, violence, and community disruption that have occurred in and around these settings. This situation, in turn, has created a need to identify and better understand those factors with the potential to produce such negative outcomes, along with the practices that can be employed to minimize them. This study has been conducted in response to this need.

This article begins by providing an overview of literature germane to: alcohol and drug use in public
event and venue settings; the Australian alcohol and drug regulatory and enforcement context; and factors serving to influence or exacerbate alcohol and drug-related harm and antisocial behavior in and around events and venues. Insights emerging from this review are then used to frame a semistructured interview protocol. This protocol is employed with selected informants from stakeholder groups with an interest in controlling problems linked to alcohol consumption and drug use in the settings of interest in this study. Findings flowing from the analysis of these interviews are then drawn upon to identify those factors that can potentially impact alcohol and drug management in events and venues. Also resulting from this analysis is a listing and categorization of those management and control practices presently in use in the Australian context in this area. The article concludes by identifying matters that may benefit from further research if the social cost of alcohol and drug use at events and venues is to be reduced.

Literature Review

Alcohol Consumption and Drug Use in Public Event and Venue Settings

As locations at which alcohol and/or drugs are often consumed, many public events and venues potentially represent high-risk settings for incidents of violence, antisocial behavior, or personal harm. In the case of public events, up until the mid-2000s relatively little research had occurred specific to this area in either the Australian or international context (Toomey et al., 2006). In more recent times this situation has begun to change, with research being undertaken on matters such as: public event alcohol control strategies and their effectiveness (Lyne & Galloway, 2012; Palk, Davey, & Freeman, 2010; Pearson & Sale, 2011; Toomey et al., 2006); motivations for, and usage of, alcohol and drugs in festival settings (Lim, Hellard, Hocking, Spelman, & Aikken, 2010; Nemeth, Kuntsche, Urban, Farkas, & Demetrovics, 2011); linkages between music preference and drug use at festivals (Hesse & Tutenges, 2012; Lim, Hellard, Hocking, & Aikken, 2008); trends in illicit drug use (Lim et al., 2010); propensity for alcohol sales to underage and intoxicated patrons (Toomey, Erickson, Patrek, Fletcher, & Wagenaar, 2005); and festivals as a place for substance abuse (Hesse, Tutenges, & Schliewe, 2010).

A key factor in driving this expanded research interest by Australian and international researchers has been a growing appreciation of the scale of individual and community harm that results from the presence of alcohol and drugs in some public event contexts, most particularly events with a youth orientation. Hutton et al.'s (2011) study of the 2009 Schoolies Festival in Adelaide, Australia (a mass gathering of recently graduated high school students) demonstrates the scale that this problem can reach. At this event, an estimated 24%, or approximately 2,500 attendees, presented for on-site care with alcohol-related health problems. Of this number, some 50% required hospital treatment. It is also the case that many people attending public events are fearful of their personal safety because of alcohol and drug misuse by others. In a UK study, for example, one poll of attendees to music and sporting events found that this was a concern for some 19% of those sampled (Institute of Occupational Safety and Health, 2012).

Data collected by police at some events also reflect the potential health toll that alcohol and drugs can have in these contexts, particularly those targeting the youth demographic. In the case of the 2014 Big Day Out Music Festival in Sydney (attended by approximately 30,000 people), for example, 241 people sought on-site medical attention for alcohol or drug-related reasons. It was also the case that hundreds (no specific number provided) of patrons, or potential patrons, were ejected or refused entry as they were deemed to be alcohol or drug affected [Australian Associated Press (AAP), 2014]. In extreme cases, drug abuse at youth-focused events has even claimed the lives of attendees, with the most recent incident in Australia being the death of a patron at the Defcon Festival in Sydney in 2013 (Partridge, 2013).

Unlike public events, venues licensed to sell alcohol have attracted significant interest from researchers over many years. This interest has extended to a diversity of matters, including: prediction of, and management strategies for, violence (Graham & Homel, 2008; Hobbs, Lister, Hadfield, Winslow, & Hall, 2000; Measham, 2006); environmental and other alcohol or non-drug-related influences contributing to violence (Graham, Bernards, Osgood,
policies and practices linked to alcohol and drug management (National Drug Research Institute, 2007; Nicholas, 2006; Nusbaumer & Reiling, 2003; Palk et al., 2010); approaches to policing (Doherty & Roche, 2003; Victoria Police Licensing Services Division, 2007); and the link between licensed venues and street crime (Ireland & Thommeny, 1993).

The major catalyst for researcher interest in this area has likely been the level of violence linked to attendance at venues at which alcohol is sold. In the Australian context, research into venues clearly shows that incidences of aggressive behavior and violence are relatively common, particularly among males (Morgan & McAtamney, 2009), with assaults in and around licensed venues commonly accounting for over 40% of total assaults recorded (McIlwain & Homel, 2009). This situation can be exacerbated in situations where the density of venues is high, such as in entertainment precincts, and where trading hours are long—sometimes 24 hours (Chikritzhs, Catalano, Pascal, & Hendrickson, 2007; Chikritzhs & Stockwell, 2002; Moore et al., 2014). Additionally, a large number of recorded assaults involve both patrons as well as others who happen to be in the venue’s vicinity (e.g., local residents) (Haines & Graham, 2005).

It is noteworthy that the UK experience parallels that of Australia in this area, with some 70% of unscheduled accident and emergency attendances at hospitals during peak periods being alcohol related, with the bulk of these stemming from activities linked to the nighttime economy (Moore et al., 2014). This overrepresentation of alcohol-related harm linked to venues can also be seen in a number of other countries (Edwards, 1994).

The Regulatory Context

The Australian Federal Government, along with state and territory governments, has sought, as many other governments around the world have, to address the issue of alcohol and drug abuse over a number of years. In 2004, for example, the Ministerial Council on Drug Strategy (MCDS) was formed to function as the peak policy and decision-making body in relation to licit and illicit drugs in Australia. The MCDS developed a National Alcohol Strategy in 2006; however, this body ceased to function in June 2011 and the strategy it developed was not extended beyond this time (Ministerial Council on Drug Strategy, 2011). Nonetheless, these developments represented a significant shift in emphasis in defining and prioritizing alcohol-related problems and resulted in an increased focus on matters associated with intoxication, particularly within the public domain (Nicholas, 2006).

This heightened concern over the abuse of alcohol has resulted in the implementation of a variety of regulations and practices aimed at minimizing alcohol intoxication, including: the national requirement that staff involved in alcohol sale and service be trained in the responsible service of alcohol (RSA); strengthening point of sale liquor controls; and localized liquor management plans and accords.

As a result of these actions events and venues now face much stricter liquor licensing regulations. In the case of the state of New South Wales, the government has gone further still, introducing a “Three Strikes” policy. This policy results in an escalation of restrictions on an event’s or venue’s operations if it records violent incidences linked to alcohol or drugs. Ultimately, events or venues that record three such incidences (strikes) can lose their license to sell alcohol (New South Wales [NSW] Office of Liquor Gaming and Racing, n.d.a). New South Wales has also introduced stringent licensing conditions for venues located in one of its major entertainment precincts, Kings Cross in Sydney, where a number of violent incidents have occurred in recent years. These restrictions involve, among other requirements, new patron lock outs after 1:30 am and prohibitions on the sale of high strength alcoholic drinks after certain times (NSW Office of Liquor Gaming and Racing, n.d.b). Such policies do have an effect on alcohol-related incidents, with several studies on the impact of lockouts, for example, showing a significant drop in incidents (Palk et al., 2010; Palk, Davey, Freeman, & Morgan, 2012).

Although it is the case that government has taken a variety of steps to reduce the negative social impacts flowing from alcohol, it is nonetheless observable that some of these efforts are failing to achieve their desired outcomes. In particular, it appears that intoxicated people continue to be served alcohol at licensed events and venues (Costello, Robertson, & Ashe, 2011; Donnelly & Briscoe, 2005).
This lack of conformance to ensuring alcohol is served or sold in a responsible manner can be attributed to a range of factors, including: inability of service staff to recognize intoxication in patrons; ability of patrons to mask their overconsumption; lack of management support of service staff; avoidance of service staff of negative or aggressive patron behavior; and a low level of service staff experience and training (Costello et al., 2011; Doherty & Roche, 2003; Gehan, Toomey, Jones-Webb, Rothstein, & Wagenaar, 1999; Lyne & Galloway, 2012; McKnight & Streff 1993; Reiling & Nusbaumer, 2006). It is noteworthy that staff and management training programs have been shown to be effective in dealing with many of these issues and in so doing serve to enhance regulatory conformance (Toomey et al., 2006).

Factors Impacting Efforts to Manage Alcohol or Drug-Affected Event Attendees and Venue Patrons

Although the presence of alcohol and drugs is a key factor in many incidences of patron self-harm, violence, and antisocial behavior in or near licensed events and venues, it is also the case that various environmental factors have been identified as exacerbating these problems. These factors include: low lighting; overcrowding; long queues; poorly maintained decor and seating; high noise levels; the presence of rubbish and waste in or around an event/venue; poor ventilation; long operating hours; patron/attendee access to water and food; and high temperatures (Allsop, Pascal, & Chikritzhs, 2005; Graham et al., 2006; Morgan & McAtamney, 2009; Quigley, Leonard, & Collins, 2003). To this mix of factors can be added: patron/attendee perceptions that aggression is tolerated by management; failure to dissipate groups immediately outside venues; high alcohol prices at events and venues that lead to attendee’s “preloading” prior to entry; cheap alcohol promotions; lack of alcohol control by security staff and serving staff; and inadequate access to public transport (Barton & Husk, 2012; Homel & Clark, 1994; Hughes et al., 2011; Martin, Freeman, & Davey, 2013).

Personal characteristics of individual patrons and attendees also play a major role in influencing alcohol and drug use and associated negative outcomes, specifically: age (as noted earlier), gender, and the socioeconomic profile of patrons (Briscoe & Donnelly, 2001; Chikritzhs & Stockwell, 2002; Morgan & McAtamney, 2009). Of these variables, age is arguably the most powerful predictor of risk. In particular, it is common for young adults to view event and venue settings as places for self-
indulgence and pleasure seeking, which are devoid of, or have few, restraints (Hobbs et al., 2000). Such a view can, and does, lead to excess alcohol consumption and illegal drug taking on occasions and associated acts of violent behavior and self-harm (Meashan, 2004).

Study Aim and Methodology

The intent of this study is twofold: to determine the mix of factors that key stakeholders involved in regulating and/or managing risks linked to alcohol and drug use in or around venue and event settings see as impacting the level of this risk; and to identify the range of practices that these same groups are presently using to control the extent of this risk.

To progress this enquiry a Project Reference Group (PRG) was established comprised of representatives from the National Drug Law Enforcement Research Fund (NDLERF) (the study’s funding body), the Australian Institute of Criminology, and six senior Australian police officers drawn from New South Wales, Victoria, Western Australia, and Queensland. The latter were chosen by NDLERF, in association with the researchers, on the basis of their extensive experience in alcohol licensing and/or the provision of advice to liquor licensing bodies, events, and venues as regards alcohol and drug-related management and associated issues. The specific role of this body was primarily to serve as a resource for researchers and to assist in identifying, and facilitating access to, organizations and individuals for interview purposes.

The study’s literature review served to provide the basis for the development of an in-depth interview protocol that was then used to conduct a series of key informant interviews. In selecting interviewees a stratified purposeful sampling approach was employed in order to capture the range of perspectives germane to the study (Miles & Huberman, 1994). A total of 48 interviews were undertaken with individuals from identified stakeholder groups—liquor licensing agencies; general duties police; specialist liquor law enforcement police; licensed hotels/pubs/clubs; stadia; local government; security/crowd controller/event risk management firms; relevant industry associations; and licensed festivals and sporting events. The majority of these interviews were with individuals; however, on occasions, interviews involved several people from the one organization. The latter were conducted with larger organizations (i.e., police services and stadia) where it was felt a diversity of perspectives and/or experiences would exist. By acting to seek out a multitude of “stories” and “story tellers” it was intended to produce a more balanced view of the matters being researched in this study (Boje, 1995).

Within each stakeholder group, individuals were selected initially by the researchers with input from the PRG. A “snowballing” approach (Paton, 2002) was then adopted to identify additional key informant groups or individuals as deemed necessary, with redundancy being the trigger for reframing from further interviews. Interviews were primarily undertaken on a face-to-face basis; however, on occasions where this was not possible, telephone interviews were conducted. In order to gain a broader geographic perspective on the issues of concern to this inquiry interviewees were drawn from three states—Western Australia (Perth and Fremantle), Victoria (Melbourne and Geelong), and New South Wales (Sydney and Newcastle). These states were chosen at the request of the PRG who were of the view that they would be representative of what was occurring nationally concerning the matters of interest to the study, while also taking into account the resource limitations of the inquiry. All interviewees chose to remain anonymous and were randomly allocated identifying numbers. Interviews were undertaken between April 2012 and February 2013.

Data gathered through the interview phase of this study were analyzed using the NVIVO qualitative software package. Through an iterative process of engagement with the data facilitated by this package, researchers were able to identify and classify both key influences linked to the potential for drug and alcohol related harm, violence, and community disruption, and practices in use to reduce these negative outcomes.

As with any study, there are limitations attached to the approach used. Key among these in this case are the potential for bias given the involvement of the PRG in the interview selection process, the non-randomized nature of interviewee selection, and the absence of a number of Australian states from the study. Although not dismissive of these matters,
the substantial degree of commonality of responses given by interviewees from within the various stakeholder groupings suggest that the study’s findings adequately capture current perspectives on the matters of interest here, along with the bulk of regulatory and other practices currently in use.

Results

Eight broad generic factors were identified as having the potential to influence the likelihood of patron/attendee harm, and the level and type of violence and antisocial behavior at a given event or venue where alcohol and/or drugs were present. Additionally, a large number (50) of practices intended to minimize or eliminate these negative impacts were identified that were able to be grouped under five general headings based on their intent.

Factors Impacting Patron/Attendee Harm, Violence, and Antisocial Behavior

Nature of Alcohol and Drugs Consumed. All interviewees agreed that there was a correlation between the types of alcohol and drug consumed by patrons/attendees and incidences of personal harm, violence, or antisocial behavior. In the case of alcohol, the strength (in terms of alcohol content) of drinks sold was seen as key in controlling negative incidents. Interviewees representing stadia and sporting events, for example, noted a significant reduction in problems linked to alcohol when they had moved from selling full-strength to low- or mid-strength beer. Indicative of such outcomes are the comments of one stadium manager who observed that:

We don’t have a lot [of incidents of violence] and most of those if we do have them relate primarily around the consumption of alcohol. Now that’s changed in recent years for us. We’ve gone to a fully mid-strength venue so we’ve improved our crowd behavior enormously in those events that were challenging in the past. (Participant 10)

The efforts of events and venues to reduce alcohol-related incidents via changes to alcohol strength can, as many interviewees noted, be circumvented. This occurs through attendees/patrons consuming alcohol prior to arrival (preloading) or who smuggle it in (side loading). Both of these practices were identified as being driven largely by price, with one alcohol licensing body staff member observing that:

A huge price differential (exists) between what a nightclub sells a drink for, or can sell drinks for, to what people can go to [a retail liquor outlet] and buy a drink. (Participant 04)

It was further noted that operating hours were a factor in preloading as:

[T]he clubs are trading so late . . . they’re not planning to go out until 11:00 or midnight, you know what are they doing between 6:30 and that time and what they’re doing is anecdotally is people are sitting at home or around at a mate’s place where they’ve bought cheap booze and drinking and then they go out later half charged and that’s where our problems start. (Participant 01)

Additionally, preloading was seen as potentially difficult to detect as one venue association representative observed:

We have our licensees say to us things like “Someone walks into my venue. They look fine. Thirty minutes later it’s kicked. Thirty minutes when it’s kicked in. How do I control that?” They can’t. That’s the argument. (Participant 77)

Drug use was acknowledged as a significant problem in some contexts. In particular, certain types of venue-based events were singled out:

Certain scenes, if you like, are more conducive to the illicit drug users and that’s broadly the dance scene, if you like, dance, obviously dance parties and rave parties and that type of thing. You’re more likely to get your pill poppers and those and want to take GSB. (Participant 42)

The type of drug being used by attendees/patrons was also seen as key in determining its impact on behavior, with “softer” drugs such as marijuana being viewed as having little effect, while drugs such as “ice” (part of the amphetamine family of drugs) were identified as particularly problematic as they could result in aggressive and violent behavior.

As was noted in the case of alcohol, a number of interviewees stated that it is not uncommon for some attendees/patrons to seek to smuggle drugs into an
such a culture, when combined with alcohol consumption or drug use, has the potential to result in significant outbreaks of violence and antisocial behavior. From the perspective of venues operating in the nighttime economy, it was also observed that groupings of associated individuals could be problematic as they tend to move from one venue to another, which can lead to opportunities for conflict.

"I’ll see that same group in Oxford Street later and then later on I’ll see them again in Kings Cross. So they’re migrating, the more they migrate, the more chance they have to come across other groups and that’s where the conflict emerges in the street." (Participant 04)

Event Type and Associated Entertainment. Events or venues with more “sedate” programs or acts (e.g., family-based festivals) were deemed to be less of a risk in terms of violence, antisocial behavior, or patron harm than “high energy” events such as dance or rave parties and youth-oriented music festivals, essentially because of the younger audience they attracted.

Understanding the history and fan base of acts engaged to perform at events and venues was also identified as an important consideration by several interviewees, as performers commonly draw a certain type of crowd with particular characteristics that may impact alcohol consumption, drug use, and behavior (e.g., crowd surfing, vigorous forms of dancing).

Site/Venue Layout/Design and Operational Considerations. As was identified in the literature review, interviewees drew attention to event and venue design and layout matters that could exacerbate alcohol and drug management issues. In this regard, poor lighting, narrow walkways, and congested entry and exit points were seen as particularly problematic. These factors were considered to create situations in which patrons may believe that they cannot be observed and can therefore engage in violent or antisocial acts. Additionally, these factors can create “flashpoints” for violence as they make it easier for alcohol or effected patrons to bump into one another, particularly in crowded situations.

The boredom and tension associated with waiting in entry and service queues, when coupled with...
the consumption of alcohol or drugs, was highlighted by many interviewees as a potential trigger for violence. Indicative of such views was that of one hotel owner who stated that:

If you’ve got your queues for the bar and people have to get through to get to the toilets or to the food, you get aggro cos [sic] people think they’re trying to push in in the line or you know and if they’ve had a few and they’re stumbling through, banging into people. They need to look at their layouts cos [sic] queues really [expletive] people. (Participant 27)

Event/Venue Location and Environs. The location of an event or venue was seen as having implications for controlling incidents of violence and antisocial behavior. City-based venues, or events taking place in city locations, were identified as presenting a higher risk profile due to the presence of other licensed premises in their immediate vicinity. Additionally, as intoxicated or drug-affected attendees/patrons moved between events or venues the potential existed for them to impact residents, visitors to the area, and businesses. One security firm emphasized this point, noting that:

We do an event called Laneways—it’s in the middle of the city. It’s tiny, it’s only 6,000 people that go, but we need—that’s incredibly security intensive because of the nature of the site. We need 80 security for that one. (Participant 30)

Several police drew attention to the need to ensure a perception existed that the event or venue was well managed by, for example, not allowing rubbish to accumulate inside the venue or around entry points, and being quick to deal with graffiti or the like. They also noted that crowds should not be allowed to form around entry points as this potentially increased the potential for violence between alcohol or drug-affected individuals.

Transport Availability. Adequate transport availability for event and venue attendees/patrons was acknowledged by a number of interviewees as key to crowd dispersal postevent, or at closing time. Such dispersal was deemed important in reducing the potential for violence or antisocial behavior immediately adjacent to events or venues, or in surrounding areas. As one interviewee from local government stated:

The issue always becomes when things close and they’ve got nowhere to go. (Participant 77)

Additionally, it was highlighted that the level of control an event or venue has over the availability of transport can differ significantly. Interviewees from stadia and larger events, for example, indicated that their transport arrangements were often prearranged with public and/or privately owned transport providers. Indeed, such arrangements were commonly a condition of their liquor licenses. However, a number of interviewees from clubs made the point that due to their late night trading hours, transport could present significant problems. The essence of this problem is evident from the comments of one nightclub manager who stated:

In Melbourne trains stop at 1:00am. They bring in hundreds and thousands of people on Friday and Saturday nights who can’t get a train home till 5:00 or 5:30 in the morning. (Participant 04)

Regulation, Enforcement, and Managerial Oversight. Although event and venue managers interviewed were essentially aware of their legal and regulatory responsibilities linked to matters such as the responsible service of alcohol, staff training, security requirements, and trading hours, some indicated that fulfilling some of their obligations in this area was at times problematic. Several made the point that if an attendee/patron was identified as intoxicated, which meant they were required by the conditions of their license to eject them from their premises/site, they were simply transferring the problem to the street outside or surrounding area. Additionally, there was a view among event and venue managers that it was sometimes difficult for their staff to identify intoxicated patrons and exclude them or stop serving them. Indicative of such a view was that of one hotel venue manager who stated in connection with bar sales of alcohol at his property:

The problem is, they [the patrons] are pretty onto it, and they’ll straighten up and try and act sober. And they’ll do that again going up to the bars. They know how to act. (Participant 30)
Compounding this problem, this same interviewee argued, was the small period of time staff have to assess patrons before deciding to serve them or not. Police and alcohol licensing bodies interviewed, however, were not overly sympathetic to such arguments. Instead, they took the view that too often commercial pressures led servers and crowd controllers to turn a “blind eye” to incidents of intoxication. In this regard one police interviewee put forward the perspective that:

The vast majority of licensed premises do not adhere to the responsible service of alcohol.

(Participant 74)

Indeed, several interviewees from these groups drew attention to the difficulties they faced from “cowboy” operators at times, and the varying extent to which license regulations were being adhered to on an ongoing basis.

It was suggested by police interviewees that some events and venues were not reporting incidents of violence, as they are required, to avoid greater police scrutiny and to prevent their alcohol licenses being placed in jeopardy. Support for this view was provided by some of the security firms interviewed who stated that, at times, their staff were discouraged from reporting incidents by event and venue managers.

Concerns were raised as to the personal characteristics and training level of those working in the crowd controller area, or seeking to enter it. Common matters identified in this regard were: English fluency; lack of prior cultural exposure to alcohol and drugs and their effects; limited interpersonal skills; and quality of training received. The former was of particular concern in the control of violent incidents, with one security firm owner noting:

Some of the problems here is the English not being the first language. It [lack of English] then is more likely to, any incident is more likely to then necessarily result in the use of force because there are communication barriers. (Participant 72)

A key driver of this situation was identified as the relatively low pay rates which results in:

The people who are now applying to become security [guards] are genuinely your recent immigrants. (Participant 84)

Level of Collaboration. Collaboration between stakeholders was acknowledged by a number of interviewees as a key factor in the safe operation of events and venues. A number of event and venue managers, for example, had worked with police to identify and plan for potential alcohol and drug-related risks, ensure their staff and contractors were clear on their regulatory responsibilities (via police briefings), and to enhance their on-site security (through the engagement of user paid police). While acknowledging the value of working with police, several event and venue managers also argued that they could be overly authoritarian towards their patrons, subjecting them at times to what they considered unnecessary searches, and undertaking overly frequent licensing inspections.

There was a strong view held by local government interviewees, along with most police and alcohol licensing bodies, that a holistic approach to alcohol and drug management involving multiple stakeholders was particularly valuable in instances where venues were located in close proximity to one another. It was argued by one local government interviewee with experience in this area that such an approach served to foster open communication, the sharing of information, and generally resulted in improved outcomes:

If we all work together and we communicate and we sort of line up what we do we can be a whole lot more effective than if we’re fragmented.

( Participant 86)

Various examples were cited by interviewees from the police and local government where such collaborative efforts had been successful: the Newcastle Alcohol Management Strategy, Greater Geelong Integrated Alcohol Response, Melbourne Licensee Forum, and the City of Sydney Liquor Accords.

Practices

When viewed collectively, the practices in use by stakeholders to reduce the negative consequences of drug and alcohol use in event and venue settings were found to fall under five broad headings: entry controls; alcohol service controls; attendee/patron management; site/venue layout/design and environment management; and regulatory and enforcement practices. These practices have been summarized in Tables 1–5.
Table 1
Event and Venue Alcohol and Drug Management Practices: Entry Controls

- Entry point monitoring—restricts entry by drug effected or intoxicated individuals, underage patrons or previously excluded individuals.
- Searches at entry points to exclude drugs and alcohol—bag searches, body pat-downs, and use of sniffer dogs by police.
- Fencing—reduces the potential for drugs/alcohol to be brought onto an event site, or for intoxicated patrons to enter or reenter once they have been excluded.
- Use of ID scanners—serves to remove the anonymous nature of venue attendance, reduces the potential for individuals with prior recorded incidents of drunken or violent behavior to reenter, and assists in identifying individuals that are underage. Venue ID scanners are sometimes linked so that data relating to problem individuals can be shared between venues located in close proximity to one another.
- Exclusion of individuals wearing gang insignia or “uniforms”—gang members are prone to initiating acts of violence, and some use events and venues as markets for illegal drugs.
- Codes of conduct and regulations associated with alcohol service—displayed at entry points and sometimes online, these serve to communicate behavior requirements, age restrictions, dress, and other entry conditions.
- Strict maintenance of venue/event capacity limits by such means as capping ticket sales/entry numbers to avoid overcrowding and the potential for intoxicated or drug-affected attendees/patrons to come into contact with one another.

Table 2
Event and Venue Alcohol and Drug Management Practices: Alcohol Service Controls

- Licensed-based, or voluntary, restrictions on the types of alcohol sold (e.g., spirits, double shots) and its alcohol content (e.g., shots, full strength beers) at particular time periods or more generally.
- Provision of alcohol in open containers only to restrict patron “stockpiling.”
- Restrictions on the size of containers in which alcoholic drinks are served in order to reduce consumption.
- Placement of limits on the number of alcoholic drinks that can be purchased at any time by a single attendee/patron.
- Reduction in the period of time allocated to, or elimination of, “happy hours” or drink promotions where alcohol is provided at discounted prices.
- Use of identifiers (e.g., risk bands, IDs) to restrict access to alcohol by underage individuals.
- Elimination of some forms of alcohol sales (e.g., shots) after specific times.
- Implementation of exclusion zones/areas where alcohol cannot be served or consumed to restrict the mixing of alcohol effected attendees/patrons with others (most particularly children).
- Elimination of glass serving containers and their replacement with plastic so as to reduce the potential for injury from acts of violence.

Table 3
Event and Venue Alcohol and Drug Management Practices: Attendee/Patron Management

- Provision of food and free drinking water in order to reduce the intoxicating/dehydration effects of alcohol or drugs.
- Monitoring by crowd controllers, nonserving bar staff (e.g., glass collectors) and police (if present) to identify and/or exclude drug or alcohol effected patrons.
- Installation of CCTV systems and the promotion of such to attendees/patrons so as to discourage violent or antisocial acts.
- Enlistment of charity and volunteer groups such as St John Ambulance and Red Frogs to identify, and provide assistance to, intoxicated or drug-affected patrons.
- Inclusion of messages concerning safe drinking practices in promotional material, on websites, and on onsite signage.
- Promotion of peer support messages to encourage patrons to look after their drug or alcohol-affected friends.
- Elimination of ‘pass outs’ to prevent patrons consuming alcohol at other locations and returning.
- Exclusion orders (permanent or temporary) to prevent individuals returning who have a record of violent or antisocial behavior.
- Use of door charges in the late evening/early morning at venues to reduce the movement of patrons between licensed premises.
- Provision of facilities for the safe disposal of needles and syringes by attendees/patrons.
- Operation and support of designated driver and free shuttle bus programs to reduce the potential for alcohol-related road accidents.
- Progressive shutdowns of venues (i.e., bar by bar) to reduce the tendency for some patrons to quickly consume significant amounts of alcohol prior to closing, and to stagger the demand for transport.
Unsurprisingly, the vast majority of the actions noted by event and venue managers flowed directly from the licensing conditions imposed on them by regulatory agencies (e.g., employment of serving staff trained in the responsible service of alcohol, conducting business within defined trading hours, and elimination of high alcohol content drinks after specific times), or a desire to avoid the possibility of breaking these conditions (the elimination of “happy hours,” use of identifiers designed to reduce the potential to serve alcohol to underage drinkers, reductions in alcoholic beverage container size, and codes of attendee/patron behavior). Some practices, however, were identified that arguably went beyond what was required to maintain a license to sell alcohol. These were largely in the area of patron welfare and included: “chill” out areas for alcohol or drug-affected attendees/patrons; engagement of charities...
or welfare groups to provide support to individuals affected by drugs or alcohol; peer support messages to encourage patrons to look after their alcohol or drug-affected friends; and operation of designated driver programs to reduce the potential for road accidents.

In additional to practices in use at the level of the individual venue or event were broader efforts designed to control activities within areas where multiple venues were located in close proximity to one another. These practices were of two types: precinct alcohol management plans (imposed by state or local government) and voluntary community-based liquor accords (involving police, venues, local government, liquor licensing bodies, and relevant community groups). These actions commonly centered on controls on trading hours, training requirements for licensees and staff, patron lock-outs after specified times, the imposition of alcohol-free zones, and an enhanced police presence.

Discussion and Conclusion

Effective alcohol and drug management presents a significant challenge to licensed event and venue managers in the Australian context, and to a range of other groups with a stake in this issue. This study has sought to aid these groups in responding to this challenge in two ways. Firstly, it has identified those variables that potentially condition decision making in this area and so need to be taken into account by these groups. These were found here to be: the nature of alcohol and drugs consumed; attendee/patron profile; event type and associated entertainment; site/venue layout/design and operational factors; event/venue location and environs; transport availability; regulation, enforcement and managerial oversight; and level of collaboration. Secondly, the study’s findings enhance the level of awareness among these same groups as to the diversity of practices currently in use from which they may wish to draw as they fashion their own specific response to the challenge of drug and alcohol management. Depending on the nature of the stakeholder group concerned, this response may involve actions in the areas of: entry controls; alcohol service controls; attendee/patron management; site/venue layout/design and environs management; and regulatory and enforcement practices.

Although this study has gone some way towards providing a platform from which decisions in the area of drug and alcohol management in event and venue settings can be made, much still remains to be done from a research perspective. In particular, the efficacy of the measures identified here as serving to mitigate risk need to be evaluated, along with those factors impacting upon them. This study has alluded to what some of these factors might be, specifically: commercial pressures; adequacy of staff and crowd controller training; difficulties in “on the ground” implementation of regulations; and friction between some stakeholder groups as to enforcement practices; however, research specific to this matter would likely significantly expand upon these factors and so further clarify the forces at play.
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